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All the stuff that couldn’t fit in the print edition of 
the PPP 

SAVE THE DATE:  HAWAII PREMIERE OF THE DOCUMENTARY SAKURA AND 
PEARLS:  HEALING FROM WORLD WAR II IN MAY 2020 AT THE CLUBHOUSE 

https://gkhunter.com/movie-sakura-pearls/  
 

Please mark your calendar for Saturday, May 2, 2020 when the new documentary Sakura and Pearls:  

Healing from World War II by filmmaker GEORGE KAMANA HUNTER will make its Hawaii debut at the 

100th Clubhouse. There will be two showings of the film that day, the first at 2:00 pm and the second at 7:00 

pm.  This event will be co-sponsored by the 100th Infantry Battalion Veterans and the Matsunaga Institute for 

Peace. 

The synopsis of the documentary from the film’s website is as follows: 

“In 2016, Japanese PRIME MINISTER SHINZO ABE and U.S. PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA 

met in two historic meetings at Hiroshima and 

Pearl Harbor to honor the World War II 

casualties. It took 75 years for sitting leaders 

from both Japan and the U.S.A to meet at the 

Atomic Dome and the U.S.S Arizona 

Memorial. The image of former U.S. President 

Obama hugging the crying Hiroshima Atomic 

Bomb survivor, SHIGEAKI MORI, made the 

cover of the New York Times, Japan Today, 

and countless other newspapers around the 

world. This powerful exchange of respect still 

reverberates today.  (Photo on top of filmmaker 

Hunter who interviewed Shigeaki Mori after 

Mori embraced former U.S. President Barack 

Obama at the Hiroshima memorial service. 

Mori was gracious enough to do this interview 

in his Hiroshima home before he addressed the 

United Nations.) 

Inspired by this show of friendship, a third 

historic meeting happened at the Pearl Harbor Visitor Center on April of 2019, away from the media frenzy, 

captured only by the cameras of this documentary. No politicians. No protocols. This was a remarkable and 

intense exchange between two Japanese atomic bomb survivors and two American Pearl Harbor Attack 

survivors as they met face to face to share their stories with their former enemies. What did they say? What 

happened when they met?  This documentary shows the uncensored and honest exchange between the 

participants. 

https://gkhunter.com/movie-sakura-pearls/


The film features Hiroshima Atomic Bomb survivors 

MASAHIRO SASAKI (the brother of SADAKO 

SASAKI) and KOKO KONDO (who met CAPTAIN 

ROBERT LEWIS of the Enola Gay on the television 

program “This is Your Life”).  It also features American 

Pearl Harbor attack survivors JIMMY LEE (who witnessed 

the attack on Pearl Harbor as a child) and EVERETT 

HYLAND (a Navy Seaman and Purple Heart recipient who 

was serving on the USS Pennsylvania at the time of the 

attack. He is shown in the photo on the right with filmmaker 

Hunter).  

The film is currently being submitted to film festivals 

around the world. Visit https://gkhunter.com/globaltour/ for 

the most updated information on screenings and public talks.” 

Some of you may have already met “Kamana” as we know him at one of  the events at the Clubhouse that 

we’ve done with the Matsunaga Institute of Peace but if you haven’t, here is his bio from his website: 

 “G. K. Hunter is author of Healing Our Bloodlines: The 8 Realizations of Generational 

Liberation (September 2019), which a guidebook that chronicles his use of a form of inter-generational 

healing called Bloodline Healing.  After15 years of working with Jewish Holocaust Survivors, Native 

Americans, the homeless, veterans, physicians, and community leaders, a step by step process to unburdening 

the heavy history that we inherit from our ancestors. By releasing these invisible burdens, we can claim our 

innate gifts which lead us to our most purposeful and liberated life. G. K. Hunter is the director of Sakura & 

Pearls: Healing from World War 2, a documentary about Japanese Survivors of the Atomic Bomb meeting 

the American Survivors of Pearl Harbor. This remarkable and intense exchange between former enemies is 

meant to spark dialogue among the future generations about how we can resolve conflict without repeating 

the painful experiences of our ancestors. An electric speaker and impassioned singer, G. K. Hunter has 

presented at such venues as the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, Cornell University, 

and NPR’s All Things Considered  on KUNM radio. To invite G. K. Hunter to speak about his book or to 

schedule a showing of his documentary, please call 646 296-2194 or email 

george.kamana.hunter@gmail.com”. 

We are currently working on finalizing the details for this event and will include more information and an 

order form for tickets to both of the May 2nd showings in future issues of the PPP.   

 
SAVE THE DATE:  WWII STORIES OF COMPASSION, 

COURAGE AND RECONCILIATION (SEPTEMBER 13, 2-5 PM) 
http://www.movemehawaii.org/ 

SAVE THE DATE: 

September 13, 2020 (Sunday) 

Farrington High School Auditorium 

2:00 pm to 5:00 pm 

To commemorate the 75th anniversary of the end of World War II, 

MoveMeHawaii will honor people of diverse ethnicities who made important 

contributions to overcome racial hostilities abroad and at home. 

Based on real people and history, professional storyteller ALTON 

TAKIYAMA-CHUNG will bring to life stories of courage, compassion and 

reconciliation, including a new story commissioned by MoveMeHawaii about the 

heroic and little-known contributions of the Filipino veterans and their struggle for 

https://gkhunter.com/globaltour/
http://www.movemehawaii.org/


recognition, reparations and immigration assistance.   

Check back soon for more information and updates 

For updates, go to MoveMeHawaii.org.   

 

THE HONOR’S ALL MINE:  FLYING WITH AN HONOR FLIGHT                                       
by Katie Lange (January 24, 2019) 

www.defense.gov/explore/story/Article/1727627/the-honors-all-mine-flying-with-an-honor-flight/  
 

In 2016, I was on an Honor Flight to Hawaii for the 75th commemoration of the Pearl Harbor attacks that 

launched the U.S. into World War II. The Honor Flight Network has a mission to transport America's veterans 

to sites of historical significance so they can see the memorials dedicated to their service and sacrifices. 

And ahead of the Pearl Harbor 75th anniversary, I got the difficult assignment of going with them. 

From the gateside entertainment before the flight — complete with 1940's era dancers and singers — to the 

challenge coins given to each service member, it was the most rewarding flight I've ever been on. And not just 

because of the filet mignon, shrimp and sushi served up by legendary actor and avid military supporter-turned 

flight attendant GARY SINISE, or the fact that I was flying to paradise.  

I was surrounded by nonagenarians and their family members, and all of them had energy. A handful of the 

vets wore garrison caps that said "Pearl Harbor survivor." Others wore ball caps adorned with pins that said 

"World War II veteran," and some even wore their old uniforms. 

Some chatted with their neighbors, others signed the pages of history books they were featured in, and 

some napped. But I didn't want to sleep. I wanted to talk to as many of them as I could. After all, not many 

people get the chance to hear stories from a World War II veteran firsthand, let alone a plane full of them. 

I'll always remember Navy pilot JACK HOLDER, who wrote a memoir called "Fear, Adrenaline and 

Excitement" about his wartime experiences. He sold me a signed copy on the plane, and I couldn't put it down 

when I finally got around to reading it. 

At the time I met with him, survivor BOB BATTERSON had returned to Pearl Harbor four times since 

the attacks, but said being part of the Honor Flight was extra special. 

"This is just a great opportunity to get back with some of the guys again and go back to Pearl Harbor and 

reminisce," he said. "I was overwhelmed when I received this letter from American [Airlines] saying 'We'd 

like you to be our guest.' I couldn't believe what I was reading." 

Then there was the feisty BARNEY 

LEONE, a 91-year-old Bronx native who 

served all over the Pacific (he’s the one 

tipping his hat in the photo on the right). He 

also said being invited on the Honor Flight 

meant a lot. 

"It brings back some good 

memories," Leone said. "I'm here not to 

honor myself but to honor the guys who put 

down their lives in sacrifice to make this trip 

possible." 

He didn't stop smiling the whole time we 

talked — not even when he cheekily told me 

he wished I was alive when he’d gotten back 

from the war! 

And lastly, there was Army vet THOMAS PETSO, who was at Wheeler Army Airfield playing football 

when the Japanese began their bombing campaign. 

https://www.defense.gov/explore/story/Article/1727627/the-honors-all-mine-flying-with-an-honor-flight/


"I was there when they dropped the first bomb. I was 18 years old," the then-94-year-old Petso told me. 

Petso died two months after we chatted on that flight. I can't explain how glad I am to have heard his story 

personally before then. 

When the plane pulled up to the jet bridge in Honolulu, I quietly sneaked through the gate, slipping behind 

the mass of cameras waiting to celebrate their arrival. They were rock stars that week, after all, and they were 

getting the hero's welcome they deserved. 

If it weren't for the Honor Flight Network, they might not have had the means to get there themselves. 

(PPP Editor’s Note:  As reported in ANN KABASAWA’s 

article, Da President’s Monthly Monku, there is the possibility of 

another group of 20 veterans flying to Hawaii later this year to visit 

Pearl Harbor and other bases as part of Honor Flight Nevada’s 

“Mission: Pearl Harbor”.  Unfortunately, Hawaii is not yet one of the 

hub cities participating in the Honor Flight program so there are not 

trips for Hawaii-based veterans on schedule as of yet. Priority for the 

flights goes to World War II veterans and any other veterans who are 

terminally ill 

The photo on the next page is from Honor Flight Nevada’s Facebook page of a pre-flight meeting of the 18 

World War II veterans and 2 Korean War veterans who will be in Hawaii from February 5 to 9, 2020.  The 

veterans were treated to a spaghetti dinner cooked for them by Honor Flight Nevada officers and volunteers.   

To keep updated on this trip, please visit Honor Flight Nevada’s Facebook page at www.facebook.com/

honorflightnv/ or website at www.honorflightnv.org. ) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/honorflightnv/
https://www.facebook.com/honorflightnv/


WWII DOG TAG OF HIROSHI SAKAMOTO LOCATED IN FRANCE 
by Stephanie Salmons, Hawaii Tribune-Herald (January 2, 2020) 

www.westhawaiitoday.com/2020/01/02/hawaii-news/found-a-piece-of-history/  
 

HILO — The finder of a dog tag, lost on a French battlefield during World War II, is searching now for the 

family of the Hilo man it once belonged to. 

In July, the Japanese American Veterans Association received a request to help locate family members of 

two U.S. Army 442nd Infantry Regiment dog tags found in 

France. 

One of those belong to HIROSHI SAKAMOTO, rank 

private first class, who served in the Headquarters Company of 

the 100th Infantry Battalion, and was born March 17, 1922, in 

Hilo.  (Photo on the right:  This dog tag from World War II, 

which belonged to Hilo-born Hiroshi Sakamoto, was found this 

summer on a French battlefield. The finder is hoping to return 

the tag to Sakamoto’s family.) 

The tag includes an address — 546 Laukapu St. in Hilo — 

and the name CHIYOKO SAKAMOTO, who is believed to be the soldier’s sister. 

Census records from 1940 show an older sister with the same name and his parents listed as JOICHI M. 

AND MISAO SAKAMOTO. 

The Army serial number listed on the tag is 30101437. 

Retired U.S. Air Force COL. FRANK NEKOBA, a member of JAVA, didn’t know much more about 

Sakamoto or his family, but said most dog tags don’t have a street address. 

Nakoba said it appears the man who found the tag visits battlegrounds to look for relics. 

“He really wants to send the dog tags back to the family,” he said. 

Nekoba said he hopes someone in the islands will recognize the name. 

https://www.westhawaiitoday.com/2020/01/02/hawaii-news/found-a-piece-of-history/


He is unsure of whether Sakamoto was a casualty of the war, but “my assumption is he did not survive, 

(which is) why his dog tags were found in the ground there. If he had survived, he would still have his dog 

tags.” 

Any family members can contact JAVA at javapotomac@gmail.com. 

 

SHANE SATO RETURNS WITH VOL. II OF ‘GO FOR BROKE SPIRIT’ 
by the Pacific Citizen Staff (November 8, 2019) 

www.pacificcitizen.org/shane-sato-returns-with-vol-ii-of-%E2%80%A8go-for-broke-spirit/  

A SISTER TOME CONTAINS MORE VET PORTRAITS FOR THE AGES. 

Since publishing “The Go for Broke Spirit: Portraits of Courage” two years ago (Pacific Citizen, Nov. 3, 

2017), photographer SHANE SATO has been busy — and not just promoting that photographic collection of 

portraits of Japanese American World War II veterans and others who embodied the “go for broke” ethos they 

exemplified. 

In addition to his marriage to CLAIRE HUR, Sato has been busy promoting that first book but also 

finishing the second, a sister book titled, “The Go for Broke Spirit: Portraits of Legacy,” copies of which just 

arrived from the printer and includes unseen photos as well as 

more recent portraits. 

Sato, who describes himself as a half-kotonk, half-

buddhahead Sansei, said the response to Volume One was 

“very positive.” In that collection, each portrait was 

accompanied on the facing page with text that encapsulated 

the subject’s story. “Everyone likes the photos, and they all 

think the stories are very good,” Sato said. 

“The Go for Broke Spirit: Portraits of Legacy” shares the 

same mission as its predecessor, said Sato, and that it’s not 

just about the veterans or to discuss history. “It’s to get the 

next generation involved and open up the conversation, which 

my family and I never did,” he said.  (Photo on the right:  MIS 

veteran, the late WATARU “WAT” MISAKA. was among 

those whose photo appears in Vol. II of “The Go for Broke 

Spirit” containing portraits by Shane Sato.   Misaka was the 

first person of color to play in the National Basketball 

Association).   

“The only thing my family ever talked about was go to school, get a job, be successful, become a doctor or 

lawyer, which obviously never happened,” Sato said. 

Sato never really got much from his family in the way of their experiences as Americans of Japanese 

ancestry, which for his Hawaii-born father included owning and operating Sam Sato Bowling Supply and for 

his mother, the former MARY YASUDA, working for the city. They met at the long-defunct but fondly 

remembered Holiday Bowl in L.A.’s Crenshaw District. 

“Everyone who bowled in Los Angeles at that time knew my dad,” Sato said, adding, “The only thing my 

dad told me about his childhood was, ‘Don’t do what I did. Do something else.’” 

Later in life, Sato realized his mother was equally reticent about her past, which included living at the 

Poston 3 WRA Center. Not even direct questions elicited much of a response. 

“My mom never talked about camp,” he said. “They never talked about injustice. I had no idea what 

redress was.” 

Asked to speculate why, Sato said he’ll never know why his folks never opened up about the past. But 

https://www.pacificcitizen.org/shane-sato-returns-with-vol-ii-of-%E2%80%A8go-for-broke-spirit/
https://www.pacificcitizen.org/shutterbug-sato-captures-vets-go-for-broke-spirit-in-new-book/
https://www.pacificcitizen.org/shutterbug-sato-captures-vets-go-for-broke-spirit-in-new-book/


while producing his books, he noticed the same was true with other Japanese American families. 

“Talking with a lot of these veterans and veterans’ families, it’s the same story,” he said. “It could have 

been a shameful time for them. They didn’t want to go back to that time when they were forced to go to 

camp.” 

For Sato’s parent’s generation, he believes the intention behind not talking about that past may have been 

to give their offspring “a clean slate” and not grow up with a chip on their shoulders. 

Still, it left a void that Sato was compelled to fill — and producing this second volume of portraits was like 

a soothing balm for him. 

“My parents would tell me, ‘It’s not important’ all the time. Don’t worry about our past, and so I believed 

them,” Sato said. “But in reality, their past was very important, and I didn’t realize until much later in life that 

they were wrong. So now, I try and tell those stories because many, many Sanseis don’t know about their 

family history, nor do they know about the war necessarily. They know about internment, but they don’t know 

necessarily what their families had to go through because, again, their families didn’t talk about it.” 

Like with the first book, which ROBERT 

HORSTING helped promote and produce, he again 

collaborated with Sato for Vol. II to write the 

aforementioned profiles that accompany each portrait. 

[Note: Both books are available 

at thegoforbrokespirit.com/store]  (Photo on next page of 

Robert Horsting, left, and Shane Sato displaying Vol. I of 

“The Go for Broke Spirit” at the recent San Diego JACL 

gala is courtesy of JadeCoastPhoto.com). 

“Just like before, we took different ones if we had a 

personal relationship or some kind of angle to a 

particular story, depending on who the veteran was,” he 

said. 

Over the past two years since the first volume was 

released, Sato traveled to Chicago, Colorado, New York, Utah and Washington, D.C., to collect more portraits 

for inclusion in his latest offering. 

One unexpected development Sato had to deal with was the tariffs imposed by PRESIDENT DONALD 

TRUMP upon China, where the book was printed. Because of that, Sato said the price has not yet been settled. 

“It’ll be at least $55,” he said. 

The trade tensions may also have even caused the book to be red-flagged this time around by Chinese 

authorities, who thought it might be some sort of pro-Trump book. 

“My broker had to explain to them that they (the veterans in the 

book) fought for America, but they also fought against the 

government for the injustice that happened to them,” Sato said. 

“They could not understand that. They just did not get it. But we 

were able to get the book through . . . I found that kind of funny.” 

Through Nov. 24, Sato’s portraits will be on display at the 

JACCC’s George J. Doizaki Gallery in Los Angeles’ Little Tokyo. 

Included will be some newer portraits not in either book, with 

veterans from the Korean and Vietnam Wars, as well as America’s 

long-running conflicts in the Middle East and Afghanistan. 

While it has been a personal and financial sacrifice for Sato to 

make the books, one difference in the producing the second book 

that Sato noticed was less reluctance by the veterans compared with 

https://www.thegoforbrokespirit.com/store


15 years or more years ago. (Photo at the bottom of the previous page is of the second volume of the book, 

“The Go for Broke Spirit: Portaits of Legacy”, which continues the mission of its predecessor, to get the 

next generation involved and open up the conversation.) 

“Getting them to do the photo shoot and open up was much, much easier,” he said. 

To that point, Sato had a humorous story about a vet in Hawaii who was looking through the first book. 

He looked and looked for a portrait of himself — but didn’t see one. 

“How come I’m not in this book?” he asked. Someone had to tell him that Sato asked him three times if 

he would pose for a portrait, to no avail. Chagrined, the vet said, “I didn’t know it was gonna be good!” 

 

F R E E  M OV I E —  M O N T H LY  M O V I E  M A T I N E E  
www.nvmc.org/event/monthly-movie-matinee-a-tradition-of-honor/  

 
Join us for our Free “Monthly Movie Matinee” on the 2nd Saturday of every month at the Nisei 

Veterans Memorial Center on Maui, beginning February 2020. Sponsored by the Maui’s Sons and 

Daughters of the Nisei Veterans, this is a free event, open to the public. 

 DETAILS: 

 Date: Saturday, February 8, 2020 

 Time: 1:30p.m. (doors open at 1:00pm) 

 Cost: FREE (free popcorn, soda and chips, too) 

 Place: NVMC Education Center 

SEATING IS LIMITED! 

 Reserve your seat today with MELANIE at 244-6862 or LEONARD at 385-7670. 

(PPP Editor’s Note:  Are any 100th members interested in having a monthly Movie Day at the 

Clubhouse?  We’ve done it in the past showing films on the big screen in Turner Hall and later in the 

Boardroom but due to lack of attendance, we stopped.  If you would attend, please let the Office know at 

946-0272 or club100vets@gmail.com and if there is sufficient interest, we may start it up again).  

 

F R E E  L I F E S T Y L E  W O R K S H O P   -   B U D D H I S M  F O R  E V E R Y D A Y  L I F E  
–  F E B  1 5 T H  A T  1 : 3 0 P M  

www.nvmc.org/event/buddhism-for-everyday-life-feb-15th-at-130pm/  
 

Join the Nisei Veterans Memorial Center on Maui as REVEREND KERRY KIYOHARA of the 

Makawao Buddhist Temple of the Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii presents a talk on “Buddhism for 

Everyday Life” on Saturday, February 15, 2020 at 1:30 pm – 3:30 pm. 

Focused on the practical application of Buddhist insights, ideas, and values in everyday life, Reverend 

Kiyohara will share his thoughts on how it can be a spiritual path of awakening, helping us to truly 

appreciate the treasures we have and discovering the gifts we can give to others with the time we have 

together. The talk will begin with a simple breathing meditation. 

The event is free and open to the public but reservations are required. Please call 244-6862 for reserve 

your seat now. 

ABOUT Rev. Kiyohara: 

Before becoming a Buddhist priest, Reverend Kiyohara worked as a creative copywriter, corporate 

executive and strategy consultant on the mainland as well as in Tokyo, Beijing and Shanghai. He received 

tokudo ordination in 2016 and kyoshi certification in 2018. Kerry was assigned as resident minister of 

Makawao Buddhist Temple in June 2018 

// 

// 

http://www.nvmc.org/event/monthly-movie-matinee-a-tradition-of-honor/
http://www.nvmc.org/event/buddhism-for-everyday-life-feb-15th-at-130pm/


SAVE THE DOCUMENTARY DATE:  “SACRIFICE CASSINO!” -  15/02/2020 
Email received by the Clubhouse Office on January 22, 2020 

www.sdcinematografica.it (in French) 
 

On February 15, 2020 at 4:00 pm, the Atelier Memory Gate located within the complex of the Historiale 

Museum in Via San Marco 23 in Cassino will be screening the documentary film by FABIO TONCELLI 

“Sacrifice Cassino!  All the Deceptions of the Longest Battle”.  The screening will be followed by 

refreshments. 

(PPP Editor’s Note:  According to the SC Cinematografica website, the new film on Cassino is a 2-hour 

documentary on the Battle of Cassino which includes new documents and archival material.  This material will 

be digitized, restored, archived, indexed and made accessible to the public on a specially created web portal.) 

 

PAU 

 
 


